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Revisiting Public Journalism, Two Decades After Its Heyday  

 Public journalism: It sounds redundant. Who are journalists working for if not the public? 

Some argue they are working for the elites, i.e., shareholders, white men, those who hold power 

in society. The American public journalism movement in the 1990s was an attempt, largely 

driven by academics, to reinvigorate civic engagement through journalism. It called for news 

organizations to hold events, survey the community and take actions to connect them to those in 

power. However, it coincided with digital disruption in the news business and largely failed.  

 Two decades later, when you turn on a news program on TV or radio, open the newspaper 

or click a link in your web browser or on social media and you are likely to be reminded that the 

public’s trust in the news media is deeply divided on partisan lines. The Pew Research Center 

reported last year that 89 percent of Democrats said the news media’s watchdog role keeps 

societal leaders in line, while only 42 percent of Republicans said the same.  

 It seems fears from the 1990s about declines in media literacy and investment in the news 

have become all too real. News operations are owned by even fewer companies. Journalists are 

highly educated and largely isolated to the coasts. The public has more options than ever for 

where to find information — whether it be factual or too good to be true. Revisiting Don H. 

Corrigan’s 1999 book “The Public Journalism Movement in America: Evangelists in the 

Newsroom” a worthwhile effort as the industry seeks to regrow trust in America’s institutions. 
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 Corrigan, a media professor former newspaper editor in Missouri, investigated public 

journalism, its evangelists and critics, how it was practiced and identified its problems. The text 

is well organized in topical chapters that build as the reader progresses. Corrigan lays the 

groundwork for understanding the movement, its players and terminology. However, it was 

written toward the declining days of the original public journalism movement and does not 

contextualize the efforts in the scope of media history.  

 Jack McLeod, then a University of Wisconsin journalism professor, issued a scathing 

criticism of Corrigan’s work: 

 “While interesting, this adds little to our understanding. We are left with a juxtaposition 

of the high-flown terminology of public journalism and the gut-level invective of an opponent. 

Those of us seeking understanding and organized evaluation will have to look elsewhere. 

Corrigan has "flown" the wrong way here.”  

 Corrigan’s work is better received with nearly 20 years hindsight. It is instructive for 

journalists, especially those working in audience development and social media, who are on the 

front-lines of reaching out to and facilitating conversations with the community. News 

organizations have immense power at their fingertips thanks to advances in digital technology, 

but with that power comes ethical quandaries and questions about how much say public interest 

should have in shaping what is or is not reported.  

 The most salient passage comes from Ava Betz, then editor of The Lamar Daily News in 

Lamar, Colorado. Corrigan highlights Betz as a representative of small town newspapers, which 
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Betz argues do not need an academic version of public journalism because “they have always 

been close to their citizens.”  

 “I see public journalism as a ‘back to grassroots’ movement by big city papers to try to 

win back lots readers,” said Betz. “But at small newspapers, we never moved away from the 

public. Our readers grab us in the grocery store and on the sidewalk. We’ve always been in 

tough, we don’t need a movement.”  

 Betz voice and those of other journalists working in small towns should be elevated. It 

seems that fighting the trust divide will take evangelizing on the individual level about the 

importance of news literacy and a shared set of basic set of facts. As newsrooms have continued 

to shrink, the likelihood that a citizen has met a journalist in person is slim. Journalists expect 

communities to trust them because of their expertise or credentials. Readers, listeners and 

viewers have no relationship with journalists beyond their products and deserve more. 

 As news companies, especially newspapers, pivot from advertising to reader-supported 

subscription business models, some media critics are rightfully questioning how coverage will be 

affected. Jack Shafer asked this question of The New York Times in a recent column for Politico. 

The Times has made the most successful shift from advertising to subscription support after 

raising a digital paywall two years ago.  

 “All these new subscribers tend to be vocal about what they want and don’t want,” Shafer 

writes. “Will this new arrangement alter what the Times covers? And can other papers ape its 

success?” 

 Perhaps a salve to Shafer’s concern is returning to some of the ideas behind the public 

journalism movement. Newsrooms should listen to their communities. They should be investing 
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in relationships with their readers. Journalists should be working to increase news literacy in 

their communities by actually being in the community like Betz did in Lamar, Colorado. Large 

media companies especially have much to learn from those still working on the local level. It 

takes calling those efforts public journalism, then so be it.  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